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During a 2010 visit to California, President Dmitry Medvedev showed off his newly-launched Twitter
account.

Twitter has blocked a satirical account ridiculing Igor Sechin, the powerful head of state-
owned Russian oil giant Rosneft and a long time confidant of Russian president Vladimir
Putin.

The account, @Igor_Sechin, was blocked inside Russia after the state media watchdog
Roskomnadzor complained to Twitter that it violated Russian privacy laws.

Frequently obscene and ferociously critical of the Kremlin, @Igor_Sechin is among a handful
of popular Russian-language Twitter parody accounts based on personas and institutions
in the Russian government.

Here's a look at five of the best, which have collectively garnered more than 1.5 million
followers.
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@KermlinRussia

Launched in 2010 during the presidency of Putin protege and self-professed internet lover
Dmitry Medvedev, @KermlinRussia shot to fame using word-play and repurposed Kremlin
talking points to needle Russia's ruling elite.

Пeрзидент Роисси @KermlinRussia: Всё, что принадлежит Путину — принадлежит
народу. Или наоборот. Я уже не помню.

Translation: "Everything that belongs to Putin belongs to the people. Or the other way
around. I can't remember."

The masterminds of the account, Moscow-based public relations specialists Katya
Romanovskaya and Arseny Bobrovsky, initially remained anonymous but revealed their
identities in a 2013 interview with GQ's Russian edition.

The parody feed has become an institution in the liberal-leaning Russian online community,
with more than 1.24 million followers.

@Fake_Midrf

Featuring the visage of Russian foreign minister Sergei Lavrov, this account jibes at Russian
officials with a mix of satire and outrage over bureaucratic incompetence.

The name is a reference to the Russian-language acronym for Russia's foreign ministry, MID
RF, and like @KermlinRussia, it often plays on the pretence of being an official mouthpiece
for the government.

Мuд Роисси @Fake_MIDRF: Россия поможет тем, кто взял ипотеку в валюте. Но
только тем, кто взял ипотеку в гривнях — ваши дома скоро будут в России!

Translation: "Russia will help those who took out mortgages in foreign currencies. But
for those who took out mortgages in hryvnya [Ukraine's currency], your homes will soon be
in Russia!"

The feed has gathered more than 88,000 followers since its launch in October 2012.
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Twitter

Fake_MIDRF makes fun of Russia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Twitter.

@Sandy_Mustache

This account, under the name Peskov's Mustache, is a reference to Putin's longtime
spokesman, the urbane and mustachioed Dmitry Peskov.

The tweets rely more on wry barbs than overt denunciations of Russian officials. The person
behind the account, which has 84,000 followers, rarely breaks from the satirical premise that
it is actually Peskov composing the tweets.

Усы Пескова (@Sandy_mustache): Владимир Путин: Россия пойдёт до конца, защищая
мои интересы.

Translation: "Vladimir Putin: Russia will go all the way to defend my interests."

@Igor_Sechin

It would be difficult to believe that this account, which was blocked in Russia this week, is
actually maintained by the Rosneft chief and Kremlin insider. Aside from the fact that Sechin
is not known to have any sort of social media presence, the person behind the account is
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relentless in pillorying Sechin's good friend Putin.

IgorSechinEvilTwin (@igor_sechin): Последнее время физически не могу смотреть что-
либо с Путиным. Тошнит от этой лживой и самоуверенной рожи.

Translation: "Recently, I physically can't watch anything with Putin. His mendacious
and cocky mug makes me ill."

In a recent write-up of the controversy over @Igor_Sechin, a Russian website quoted
the regulator's spokesman, Vadim Ampelonsky, as saying that the feed had been blocked
based on a complaint that it violated privacy laws.

But critics say this is not a credible explanation. "Twitter's terms of service require parody
accounts to identify themselves clearly, so readers don't mistake these accounts for the real
thing," wrote the news site Meduza. "If the fake Sechin account violated this policy, however,
it would have been suspended from Twitter worldwide, rather than blocked in a single
country."

@SurkovRussia

No other Russian-language Twitter parody account has spawned as much confusion
and speculation about the author's identity as this one, purporting to convey the musings
of Vladislav Surkov, a top Kremlin adviser seen as the architect of Putin's political system.

With some 114,000 followers, whoever is behind the account sticks closely to the Kremlin line
when commenting on Russian domestic and international affairs, lending an air of credibility
to the possibility that Surkov himself is involved.

Both The Washington Post and The Moscow Times have quoted — and then retracted or
deleted— comments from the @SurkovRussia account, as if they came from the official
himself.

Surkov has denied having any social-media presence, though he has said that he is familiar
with the account, calling the tweets "witty" and "humorous".

"But they're not mine," he said in 2013. "I don't have any blogs in social media. None. This is
rather unusual for these times, but that's how it is."

Сурковъ (@SurkovRussia): Больше всего на свете презираю людей, сменивших веру,
фамилию, национальность. Нет "плохих" наций или фамилий, есть дурные люди их
носящие.

Translation: "More than anything I despise people who change their faith, last name,
nationality. There are no 'bad' nations or last names, only stupid people who bear them."
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